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Context

I am the Literacy Lead at Barking Abbey School which is a large
secondary school in the London borough of Barking & Dagenham.

With the closure of libraries and schools for large parts
of 2020/21, we decided that reconsidering our approaches to
reading for pleasure would be an essential part of our adapted
literacy strategy upon our return to school.



OU Research inspiration and rationale

After completing the RfP audit, it became clear that our priority, guided by the

Teachers as Readers (TaRs) research, should be to increase our knowledge of

children’s literature as teachers who read.

In doing so, we hoped that as our teachers' knowledge of texts improved, we

would also create stronger reading communities, and develop pedagogy for

informal book talk and book recommendations (Cremin et al., 2014).

After reading other Examples of Practice and suggested strategies on the OU RfP

website, we felt that shadowing the Carnegie Medal seemed like an excellent

opportunity to address our priorities.



OU Research inspiration and rationale

I also asked our student participants to complete the OU’s Reading Survey on

Microsoft Forms. The responses of the students also helped to justify our decision to

shadow the Carnegie Medal. The responses to the question below seemed

particularly relevant to our set aims.

• Increase our knowledge of children’s literature as teachers who read
• Create better reading communities
• Create an environment of informal book talk and book recommendations



Aims

Actions

Shadow the 2021 Carnegie Medal

Recruit a range of students and staff to join the shadowing process

Ask students to complete an OU reading survey before the process

Experiment with hosting the book club remotely

Utilise our partnership with Penguin Random House to help support the process

Promote the shadowing process through our staff bulletin.

• Increase our knowledge of children’s literature as teachers who read
• Create better reading communities
• Create an environment of informal book talk and book recommendations



Outline

• Signed up the Barking B.E.S.T Readers as a Carnegie shadowing 
group

• Recruited students and staff for the reading group through 
emails, assemblies and their English teachers

• Asked students to complete the reading survey on Microsoft 
Forms

• Ordered six copies of each of the eight shortlisted books, 
Penguin then sent us multiple copies of the three books 
published by them

• Created an email group with the shadowing members to 
facilitate the issuing and swapping of books

• Hosted our meetings on Teams due to the issues around being a 
split site and with students in year group bubbles

• Published monthly updates in the staff bulletin

• Recruited English teachers to help students swap their books

• Encouraged students to publish their reviews on the Carnegie 
website



Outline



Outline



Outline



Impact

• The number of students participating increased from approximately 30 to 50. 

Encouragingly, this was due to students recruiting their friends and staff seeing the 

impact that the reading was having on some members of their class and so encouraging 

others to join too

• Many students voluntarily submitted reviews to the Carnegie website

• Students and staff have started to recommend books to each other

• Many students have read all of the shortlisted books 

• Students have spoken to students in different year groups

• Students have read books from genres that they would not usually consider

• Staff have commented on the difference that they have noted in some of their students



Impact



Impact



Impact



Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice
•We are going to make the Carnegie Shadowing an annual event

•Next year we would like more staff to participate and more students too

•Positive peer pressure will play a part too as we have observed that having a few students in 
each class participate encouraged other students to join in too

•To ask students to complete reading surveys on Microsoft Forms more frequently to notice 
any changes in habits in relation to our TaR aims

•Improve reading lists based on our Carnegie finding so that they are more up-to-date and 
relevant for our students

•Relaunch whole school RfP in September 2021 using the TaRs as a key part of our strategy.
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